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About this Document 
This document provides general pointers for VSP optimization and troubleshooting any error 

encountered. 

 

OPTIMIZATION 

1. VSP-Web Performance Tuning 
VSP-Web can be deployed on customer applications that may have different throughput and scale 

requirements. VSP-Web provides various configuration knobs that can be configured to cater to these 

requirements. 

Configuration knobs provided by VSP are: 

1. vIPC Queue Size 

2. Number of vRule Worker Thread 

 

1.1. vIPC Queue Size Configuration 

The vIPC queue is a shared memory queue that is used to exchange data plane messages. A queue is 

created as per application process requirements. In case the configured application creates many 

ephemeral processes, then it is optimal to reduce the vIPC data queue size. 

1. The default data queue size is set to 26 MB in one direction. This means that 10 application 

processes would consume 520 MB of RAM (including both directions) 

2. However, if the application creates hundreds of ephemeral processes, then the memory allocated for 

vIPC queues will exceed 520 MB. In these scenarios, it is optimal to reduce the value of the 

parameter dataQueueSize to ensure a reasonable memory consumption. For example, if there are 

100 application processes, this value must be modified to 5MB to keep the total memory consumed 

under 500MB.  

a. In cases of Apache/Ngnix servers where processes are spun up in large numbers, the default 

data queue size of 26 MB can be reduced to a lower value (Example: 5 MB). This configuration 

can be applied to all processes. Configuration of this parameter is required for PHP processes 

b. In cases where the maximum number of processes spun up by a web server is configured to be 

100 or more, then the default data queue size of 26 MB can be reduced to a lower value like 5 

MB 

3. Configure the vIPC queue size using the parameter dataQueueSize using the below command:  

a. vsp-cli config vIPC-server edit dataQueueSize <desired_size_in_bytes> 
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4. The command top provides the memory consumed by each process. If the resident memory of the 

vIPC-server goes beyond 512 MB during a load condition, then it is an indication that vIPC queue 

needs resizing. It is suggested to reduce it by 50% for each iteration.  This procedure must be 

repeated as many times as necessary to limit the vIPC memory consumption to a reasonable amount 

5. Typically, vIPC queue size adjustment is done along with vRule worker thread adjustment (Refer 

Section 1.2) 

 

1.2. vRule Engine Worker Thread Configuration 

1. vRule Engine deploys a number of worker threads to handle Application data traffic. The default value 

is typically configured to two threads. Each worker thread requires 1 vCPU 

2. However, if an Application requires more throughput, then it is recommended to increase the number 

of worker threads in vRule.  

3. The number of worker threads and memory can be configured by executing the commands below: 

a. Modify the number of threads:  

i. vsp-cli config ae edit numWorker <1-8> --persist 

b. Disable auto-scaling feature:  

i. vsp-cli config ae edit autoscaling false 

4. When the application throughput requirement is more than the supported value, it creates a 

congestion in the vRule Engine and as a result, packets are dropped by vRule’s flow controls. The 

number of packets dropped are logged in the vRule stats file 

5. The vRule stats are available in the file: /vspstats/vrule/vrule_stats. The below diagram 

depicts a part of the vRule stats file 

 

6. If the drop count increases continuously, then it is a clear indication that more worker threads are 

needed 

 

 
NOTE: 

There should be a continuous increase in the drop count 

 
7. Received M indicates the accumulated number of data plane messages. The rate of increase of 

these messages indicates the overall throughput rate at which the vRule Engine is processing data 

packets 

8. The average packet size and throughput can also be obtained from the VSP CMS dashboard 
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1.3. VSP Restart 

A change in the vIPC queue size or the vRule Engine worker threads requires a restart. Use the below 

commands to restart the vIPC-server/vRule Engine: 

1. Restart the vRule Engine using the below command 

a. vsp-cli restart ae  

2. Restart the vIPC server using the below command 

a. vsp-cli restart vIPC-server 

 

 
NOTE: 

This command restarts all the services as the vIPC-server cannot be restarted in isolation 

 

 

2. VSP-Memory Optimization for httpd Server 
When the httpd server is instrumented by VSP-Memory, decrease the VSP-Memory overhead by 

configuring the below settings in the file httpd.conf: 

1. MinSpareServers 256  

2. MaxSpareServers 256  

3. MaxRequestsPerChild 0 

 
In some configurations, httpd spawns multiple short-lived worker processes that handle only a single 

httpd request. VSP-Memory is non-optimal for short-lived processes. By applying these settings, httpd 

spawns a pool of worker processes that stay alive for the lifetime of httpd. This allows httpd under VSP-

Memory to maintain near-native throughput. 

 

3. VSP-Memory Compatibility for RTM (Linux) 
In Linux systems, if the RTM feature is enabled, VSP-Memory may not function as expected. This is 

defined by the environment variable glibc.elision.enable. This is a global setting at the Operating 

System level. The setting is dependent on the below factors: 

1. Operating System and version 

2. glibc library version 
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Operating 

System 

Operating 

System 

Version 

glibc 

Version 

RTM 

used 

in 

Code 

Enabled 

(By 

default) 

Tunable 

Cent OS 7.8 2.17 Yes No Yes 

(RHEL_GLIBC_TUNABLES="glib

c.elision.enable=1") 

Ubuntu 

 

16.04 LTS 2.23 Yes Yes No 

18.04 LTS 2.27 Yes No Yes 

(GLIBC_TUNABLES="glibc.elisio

n.enable=1") 

20.04 LTS 2.31 Yes No Yes 

(GLIBC_TUNABLES="glibc.elisio

n.enable=1") 

20.1 2.32 Yes No Yes 

(GLIBC_TUNABLES="glibc.elisio

n.enable=1") 

21.04 2.33 Yes No Yes 

(GLIBC_TUNABLES="glibc.elisio

n.enable=1") 

Amazon 

Linux 

1 2.17 Yes No Yes 

(RHEL_GLIBC_TUNABLES="glib

c.elision.enable=1") 

2 2.26 Yes No Yes 

(RHEL_GLIBC_TUNABLES="glib

c.elision.enable=1") 

 

Table 1 – VSP-Memory Compatibility for RTM 

 

 

4. CMS Configuration Limits 
This section provides the CMS configuration limits. The values provided below may not be hard limits in 

many cases, but exceeding them may lead to an unstable CMS in the deployed environment. Virsec 

highly recommends staying within these limits. Reach out to the Virsec technical team in case your 

setup/environment requires scaling beyond these numbers. 
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Configuration Maximum/Recommended Limit 

Number of probes registered with a single CMS 

instance (Host Only) 
2000 

Number of probes registered with a single CMS 

instance (Host+Web/Mem) 
1500 

Number of Applications on single CMS instance 

(Web/Mem) 
400 

Number of Host Profiles per CMS instance 1000 

Number of AppControl policies per CMS instance 200 

Number of Protection Profiles per CMS instance 200 

Number of Protection Actions per CMS instance 200 

Number of allowlisted processes in a host profile 5000 

Number of allowlisted libraries in a host profile 5000 

Number of items in global exclusion list 1000 

Number of items in global publisher list 1000 

Number of items in global package list 1000 

Number of incidents CMS can store at any point 500,000 

Number of file events CMS can store at any point 30,000 

Number of Users per CMS 100 

Number of Roles per CMS 100 

 

Table 2 – CMS Configuration Limits 

 

5. VSP Probe - Memory and CPU Monitoring (VMs 

only) 
VSP-Manager monitors its resource usage to ensure that the VSP processes do not overuse a customer 

machine’s resources. The CPU and Memory Usage are monitored on both Linux and Windows VMs. If 

the maximum limit is crossed, the Probe is stopped. 

1. The resource utilization is monitored after the configured time interval elapses 

2. Modify the time frequency (Usage Sampling Time) between each check using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit usageCheckRate <time_in_seconds> --

persist 
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3. If the utilization exceeds for a configured threshold, the utilization is monitored again after the time 

frequency. The maximum number of times the utilization is allowed to exceed the threshold (Usage 

Sampling Rate) can be configured: 

a. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit usageThreshold 

<Maximum_Allowed_Attempts> --persist 

4. Once this count is reached, the VSP Probe is stopped and its status is Disconnected in CMS 

5. The configurations can be set dynamically at runtime 

6. If the values are set to zero (0), the monitoring is turned off 

7. The default values are: 

a. Time frequency – 60 seconds 

b. Consecutive attempts with utilization exceeding - 3 

c. By default, the values are NOT configured at VSP process level 

 

5.1. CPU Monitoring 

5.1.1. Total VSP Services CPU Capping 

1. The default limit is 40% 

2. Configure the total CPU usage of the VSP services using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit cpuLimit <Limit_In_Percentage> --

persist 

 

 
NOTE: 

AE and AE-Proxy services are excluded from the total CPU capping. Utilize the Individual 

Service Memory capping feature if required 

 

5.1.2. Individual VSP Service CPU Capping 

1. Execute the below command to set the CPU limit of an individual VSP service by executing: 

a. vsp-cli edit-service <Service_Name> edit cpuLimit 

<Limit_In_Pertecntage> 

2. Configure the Usage Sampling Time using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit usageSamplingTime <time_in_seconds> --

persist 

3. Configure Usage Sampling Rate using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit usageSamplingRate <Usage_Sampling_Rate> 

--persist 
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4. The available services are: AE, AE-PROXY, vIPC-server, FSM, FSM-AGENT, HMM, RMP, 

VSP-manager, VSP-memory-assist, VSP-web-assist and VSP-APG 

5. Example:  

a. Consider the values: usageSamplingTime = 2.5 and usageSamplingRate = 2,  

b. For each CPU usage reading, VSP-Manager collects 2 samples, 2.5 seconds apart. Their 

average value is then calculated to procure the most accurate value of the current CPU usage 

c. The average value is divided by the number of CPU cores on the system to get the overall CPU 

usage of a specific process 

 

 
NOTE: 

In cases where both Individual and Total capping values are configured, the lower value of 

the two will be effective 

 

 

5.2. Memory Monitoring 

5.2.1. Total VSP Service Memory Capping 

1. The default limit is 40% 

2. Configure the total CPU capping of the VSP services using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit memoryMBLimit <Limit_in_MB> --persist 

b. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit memoryPercentLimit 

<Limit_In_Percentage> --persist 

 

 
NOTE: 

AE and AE-Proxy services are excluded from the total Memory capping. Utilize the Individual 

Service Memory capping feature if required 

 

5.2.2. Individual VSP Service Memory Capping 

1. Configure the memory limits of an individual VSP service by executing: 

a. vsp-cli edit-service <Service_Name> edit memoryMBLimit <Limit_in_MB> 

OR 

b. vsp-cli edit-service <Service_Name> edit memoryPercentLimit 

<Limit_In_Percentage> 

2. The available services are: AE, AE-PROXY, vIPC-server, FSM, FSM-AGENT, HMM, RMP, 

VSP-manager, VSP-memory-assist, VSP-web-assist and VSP-APG 
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3. VSP-Manager supports the capping of memory usage by the number of MBs and the percentage of 

total system usage 

 

 
NOTE: 

In cases where both Individual and Total capping values are configured, the lower value of 

the two will be effective 

 

5.3. General Configurations 

5.3.1. Shut down VSP Probe vs a single VSP service 

1. VSP-Manager can be configured to shut down all the VSP Probe services OR just the problematic 

service 

2. Configure the preference using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli config vsp-manager edit singleServiceShutdown <true/false> --

persist 

i. true – To shut down only the problematic VSP Service 

ii. false – To shut down all VSP services 

 

 
NOTE: 

If the problematic service is a core VSP service (Example: VSP-Manager or vIPC-

server), then the entire probe is shut down irrespective of the configured value 

Shutdown of a single service is not possible if limit per service is not set 

 

5.3.2. Auto-restart a VSP service 

1. If the setting singleServiceShutdown (Section 5.3.1) is true, then an auto-restart for services 

that are killed by VSP-Manager can be configured using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli edit-service <Service_Name> edit autorestartTime 

<Time_In_Seconds> 

i. Time_In_Seconds – Defines the wait time after which the VSP Service 

must be restarted 

2. The available services are: AE, AE-PROXY, vIPC-server, FSM, FSM-AGENT, HMM, RMP, 

VSP-manager, VSP-memory-assist, VSP-web-assist and VSP-APG 
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5.3.3. Ignore initial usage of a VSP service 

1. VSP-Manager supports a configuration that ignores resource usage for the first N seconds of a VSP 

service’s life. This is in cases the usage during this time might be higher than the usage during 

normal functioning of the service 

a. vsp-cli edit-service <Service_Name> edit ignoreUsageTime 

<Time_In_Seconds> 

2. The available services are: AE, AE-PROXY, vIPC-server, FSM, FSM-AGENT, HMM, RMP, 

VSP-manager, VSP-memory-assist, VSP-web-assist and VSP-APG 

 

6. VSP-CLI Password (Windows) 
1. Password can be set during Probe Installation. Refer to the Installation Manual for more information.  

a. Starting VSP Service using services.msc is allowed but stopping is not allowed 

b. Starting/stopping VSP services using sc command is not allowed 

 

2. VSP-CLI has three options for password management. Use the below command for more information 

a. vsp-cli -h 
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3. The options are: 

a. check-password: returns true when the password is configured and false when the password 

is not configured for VSP-CLI during Probe Installation 

b. reset-password: To reset the password using the current password OR the reset token 

(generated during Probe Installation) 

c. set-password: To set the password (if not set already) 

4. Password is required to modify or stop services, but not required to start any VSP service 

5. When the below options are used with VSP-CLI, the user is prompted for the password (if it is already 

set) 
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a. vsp-cli stop 

b. vsp-cli restart 

c. vsp-cli edit-service (edit) 

d. vsp-cli update-service 

e. vsp-cli config (edit, add and restore)  

f. vsp-cli reinit-cms 
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WORKING WITH EXISTING SECURITY 

SOLUTION 
The table below depicts VSP MEP compatibility with the various security solutions on Windows: 

 

Security Solution 
VSP 2.4.x and 

below 

VSP 2.5.x 

and above 

Comments 

Sophos Intercept X ✓ ✓ Ensure that the configurations in 

Section 1 are complete 

Trend Micro Deep Security ✓ ✓ Ensure that the configurations in 

Section 2 are complete 

CrowdStrike Falcon XDR  ✓  

Palo Alto Cortex XDR  ✓ Ensure that the configurations in 

Section 3 are complete 

Others  ✓ Contact Virsec Technical Team for 

confirmation 

 

Table 3 – Compatibility with VSP 

 

This section provides steps to ensure that VSP works seamlessly along with an existing security solution. 

Ensure that either of the two approaches below is implemented (in the order of preference): 

1. Disable any existing security solution (like AV, EDR, HIPS) before VSP Probe is installed 

2. If the existing security solutions cannot be disabled, ensure that the VSP probe files and folders are 

excluded from any form of monitoring by them on the server. The locations that need to be excluded 

are listed below: 

a. Windows: C:\Program Files (x86)\Virsec 

b. Linux: /opt/virsec and /var/virsec  

i. In some cases where the existing security product might block new kernel modules, allow the 

directory /opt/virsec/rmp/*/bin/*/*/vsysi.ko as a trusted kernel module 

c. Enable Memory Exploit protection on some test systems initially to ascertain that the required 

exclusions are working as expected 

3. The existing security solution must be allowlisted in CMS. By default, it is added to the allowlist if the 

security solution is present at the time of the scan 

 

Failing to do the above can lead to adverse impacts including system crashes. 

 

The configuration procedures for some of the security solutions are provided in the sections below. 
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1. Sophos 
1. On the Sophos console, navigate to Policies > Base Policy - Lockdown Settings  

 

2. Ensure that the files and folders mentioned in the table below are added as to the Allowed list: 

 

 

Value Type 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Virsec\bin\ Folder 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Virsec\bin\vsp-cli.exe File 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Virsec\lib\vsp-

inject.dll 

File 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Virsec\lib\vsp-mem-

protect.dll 

File 
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C:\Program Files (x86)\Virsec\lib\vsp-sbuf.dll File 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Virsec\log Folder 

C:\Program Files 

(x86)\Virsec\vsp_memory\compatibility_tool\clie

nt\hybrid.dll 

File 

C:\Users\Administrator\Downloads\Malware\Execut

ables\ 

Folder 

C:\Users\Administrator\Downloads\vsp-host-

vm\vsp-host-vm 

Folder 

(Installation path of the system) 

C:\Users\Administrator\Downloads\vsp-host-

vm\vsp-host-vm\vm-install.bat 

File 

C:\Users\Administrator\Downloads\vsp_install_vm

.bat 

File 

 

Table 4 – Sophos Allowed List 

 

3. Ensure that the folders mentioned below are added as to the Exclusion list: 

a. Windows: 

i. (?i)C:\\+Program Files \(x86\)\\+Sophos.* 

ii. (?i)C:\\Program Files\\Sophos.* 

iii. (?i)C:\\Windows\\System32\\SophosAV.* 

b. Linux: 

i. /opt/sophos-spl/plugins/.* 
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2. Trend Micro 
1. Trend Micro, Inc. is added automatically to the Publisher List during the initial scan. This ensures 

that VSP-Manager.exe is NOT stopped in a Windows system 

 

2. On the Trend Micro console, after a successful login, click Workload Security on the dashboard 

 

a. Navigate to Computers in the left navigation pane. Double-click the required server 
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b. Navigate to Anti-Malware > General > Real-Time. Click Edit to modify Malware Scan 

Configuration 

 
 

c. Ensure that Behavior Monitoring is NOT enabled 
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3. Cortex 
For Cortex on Linux setup, ensure that the exclusion list for the profile has the entry: /opt/traps/* 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 

1. Attach to Running Container 
1. Log in to the worker node where the application pod is deployed 

2. Execute the below command to procure the runtime hash of the application container and sidecar 

container 

docker ps | grep <deployment_name> 

3. Execute the below command to attach to the running container 

docker exec -it <runtime_hash> /bin/sh 

 

2. Error during CMS Installation (VM) 
 

Symptom: “ERROR: Failed to run command” encountered during CMS installation on hardened OVA 

 

Recommended Actions: Do not use “sudo” with any script executed during CMS installation 

1. Wrong Usage Example: 

a. sudo ./setup.sh -f small -k 0 <CMS_IP_ADDRESS> 

2. Correct Usage Example: 

a. sudo bash 

b. ./setup.sh -f small -k 0 <CMS_IP_ADDRESS> 
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TROUBLESHOOTING – VSP PROBE 

1. Common commands 

1.1. Start/List the VSP services 

1. Start all the VSP services using: 

a. For Windows: 

i. sc start vsp 

OR 

Start the service using Service Manger 

 

b. For Linux: 

i. service vsp start 

2. Confirm the status of the VSP services using: 

a. vsp-cli list [--pids] 

 

1.2. Stop/Restart the VSP Services 

3. Stop all the VSP services using: 

a. For Windows: 

i. sc stop vsp 

OR 

Stop the service using Service Manger 
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b. For Linux: 

i. service vsp stop 

 

4. Restart VSP services using: 

a. For Windows: 

i. sc restart vsp 

OR 

Restart the service using Service Manger 

 

b. For Linux: 

i. service vsp restart 

 

2. VSP-CLI Usage 
The VSP-cli tool is used to interact with VSP probe instance. It has a rich set of functionalities that 

enable a standardized interface to the VSP probe. This section describes the tool usage 

 

2.1. VSP-CLI Help Menu 

1. Access the help menu using the below command: 

a. vsp-cli -h 

2. Each subcommand also has its own help menu. A sample command is given below: 

a. vsp-cli list -h 

 

2.2. Common VSP-CLI Usage 

2.2.1. View/Edit VSP Service Configuration 

1. View the configuration values of any service using: 

a. vsp-cli config <service name> view [--options] 

b. Example: vsp-cli config HMM view [--options] 
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2. Edit the existing configuration values using: 

a. vsp-cli config <service name> edit logLevel Debug 

b. Example: vsp-cli config HMM edit logLevel Debug 

 

 
NOTE: 

While specifying any directory, ensure that “\” is provided with proper escape characters. 

Example: Provide the value as D:\\\\myApp to specify the directory: D:\\myApp 

 

2.2.2. Log file Locations 

1. View the log file location using: 

a. vsp-cli log <service name> location 

b. Example: vsp-cli log HMM location 

2. Export and save the logs 

a. vsp-cli log <service name> export ./logs.tar.gz 

b. Example: vsp-cli log HMM export ./logs.tar.gz 

 

2.2.3. Debugging VSP-cli 

Scenario: 

1. To debug any errors with VSP-cli utility, execute the below command to obtain more information: 

a. vsp-cli --debug list 

2. In some cases, VSP-cli returns the below output: 

"Unable to obtain file lock for 

 /opt/virsec/config/vsp_service_list.json" 

"Unable to find valid VSP service list" 

 
 
Recommended Workaround: 

1. Delete the file /opt/virsec/config/vsp_service_list.json.lock and execute VSP-cli 

command as required 

 

3. VSP-Manager Service 
The VSP-manager service is the primary VSP process that manages the rest of the VSP probe services. 

The VSP-manager log provides detailed information regarding any errors encountered during the process 

lifetime. This section covers some common errors encountered. 
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3.1. VSP-Manager to VSP Kafka Connection Failures 

The root cause for the failures can be: 

1. The CMS instance was not deployed with the “-x” option: 

a. This option exposes the internal Kafka server to external connections 

b. Without this option, a VM VSP probe instance is not able to connect to a kubernetes-based CMS 

instance 

2. The environmental variable VSP_KAFKA_HOSTNAME_ENV is not configured with the right value 

a. Using the VSP installer, ensure that an appropriate value of VSP Kafka IP is provided to the 

parameter “-k <kafka_server_ip>”. This is used to update the hosts file on the Probe 

instance 

b. Additionally, ensure that the terminal used to execute the below command has the environmental 

variable VSP_KAFKA_HOSTNAME_ENV defined 

i. service vsp start 

3. Sample log entries for the error is provided below: 
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3.2. VSP Service Boot Failure 

1. Upon reboot, VSP-manager boots any VSP service that has the value “boot” for the “trigger” 

value in the configuration file:  

$VSP_HOME/config/vsp_service_list.json 

2. If any of these VSP services fails to boot, VSP-manager logs it 

3. Sample log entries for the error are provided below: 

2021-10-12 04:37:03,607 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | DEBUG | Set Kafka ip to 

172.19.0.7:9092 

2021-10-12 04:37:05,612 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | ERROR | Unable to create a 

connection with the Kafka server on 172.19.0.7:9092 

2021-10-12 04:37:05,612 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | ERROR | Is the Kafka server 

reachable? 

2021-10-12 04:37:05,613 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | CRITI | CMS comms shutting down 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,617 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | ERROR | Exception occurred during 

the initialization of the VSP Kafka consumer 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,617 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | DEBUG | Exception info: Traceback 

(most recent call last): 

  File "CMS_comms.py", line 1658, in _initialize_consumer 

  File "kafka/consumer/group.py", line 356, in __init__ 

  File "kafka/client_async.py", line 244, in __init__ 

  File "kafka/client_async.py", line 927, in check_version 

kafka.errors.NoBrokersAvailable: NoBrokersAvailable 

 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,618 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | CRITI | CMS comms shutting down 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,619 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | DEBUG | Listening to kafka topic 

NC_1695250480, partition num 0 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,619 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | INFO  | Adding new topic 

NC_1695250480 for 10.15.28.1 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,619 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | ERROR | Failed to add subscription 

to topic NC_1695250480 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,619 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | DEBUG | Exception info: Traceback 

(most recent call last): 

  File "CMS_comms.py", line 824, in _sub_new_topic 

AttributeError: 'NoneType' object has no attribute 'assign' 

 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,620 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | INFO  | Reverting to previous topic 

list 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,620 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | ERROR | Failed to revert topic 

subscription 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,620 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | ERROR | Exception occurred during 

completing self registration 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,621 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | DEBUG | Exception info: Traceback 

(most recent call last): 

  File "CMS_comms.py", line 737, in register_new_asi 

  File "CMS_comms.py", line 921, in _complete_self_registration 

 

AttributeError: 'NoneType' object has no attribute 'close' 

2021-10-12 04:37:07,621 | Thread-8   | MGR | CMS_comms   | DEBUG | Failed to complete 

registration for self 
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Recommended Action: 

1. Manually start the process with the same command shown in the VSP-manager log  

a. If there is any output printed to stdout/stderr, attach it as a part of the report that is sent to Virsec 

2. Check the VSP service log to get more information. The service log location can be obtained using:  

a. vsp-cli log <VSP service> location 

 

3.3. VSP-Watchdog Failures 

If there are errors related to starting the VSP-watchdog service, parallel instances of the VSP probe may 

be running. To confirm the actual cause, follow the below steps: 

1. Linux: 

a. Execute the below command to determine if there are VSP services running: 

i. ps aux –forest  

b. If the services are running, execute the below commands: 

i. [sudo] pkill -9 vsp-manager 

ii. [sudo] pkill -9 vsp-watchdog 

iii. [sudo] pkill -9 vIPC-server 

iv. [sudo] pkill -9 hmm 

c. Kill any other VSP service using the same command 

2. Windows: 

a. Access the Task Manager to determine if VSP services are running 

i. If the services are running, stop them using the Task Manager 

  

2021-10-12 04:47:54,063 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | INFO  | Starting VSP component HMM 

with cmd: /opt/virsec/bin/hmm 

2021-10-12 04:47:54,067 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | INFO  | Allotting 30 seconds to 

allow HMM to boot 

2021-10-12 04:47:54,068 | Thread-6   | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Started HMM-specific 

process boot thread 

2021-10-12 04:47:54,068 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Now waiting for all started 

processes to come up 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,069 | Thread-6   | MGR | vsp_process | ERROR | HMM failed to send initial 

heartbeat within 30 seconds (it's specified bootTime) 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,069 | Thread-6   | MGR | vsp_process | ERROR | VSP service HMM failed to 

start; Exited with code = 2 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,070 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_manager | ERROR | Unable to start VSP 

services correctly 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,070 | MainThread | MGR | vIPC_comms  | DEBUG | Sending status message to 

VSP-cli: {'version': 'v1.0', 'sourceVSPComp': 'VSP-MANAGER', 'targetVSPComp': 'VSP-CLI', 

'msgType': 3, 'feedbackReq': 0, 'startedProcs': ['VIPC-SERVER']} 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,077 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Killing pid: 7745 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,077 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Killing pid: 7746 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,077 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Killing pid: 7743 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,078 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Cleaning up process VIPC-

SERVER 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,079 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Killing pid: 7748 

2021-10-12 04:47:55,080 | MainThread | MGR | vsp_process | DEBUG | Killing pid: 7749 
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3. After ensuring that all VSP services are stopped: 

a. Delete the file: $VSP_VAR_HOME/vsp_state/vsp_process.pkl 

b. Restart all VSP services 

 

4. vIPC-Server 
vIPC-Server is responsible for handling all the communication between VSP services through shared 

memory.  

 

The vIPC Framework enables inter-process communication among all the VSP services via the VSP-vIPC 

client libraries. The vIPC-Server log provides information regarding the VSP services that have started. 

By default, the vIPC Framework enables statistics that are largely helpful in determining any vIPC errors. 

 

This section covers some common errors encountered. 

 

4.1. vIPC_init() Failures 

1. Review the vIPC-Server log to determine if the vIPC-Server received the initialization attempt by the 

VSP component 

2. If it is received, the vIPC-server logs any errors faced during the initialization phase 

3. If it is not received, the error has occurred in the upstream components 

 

4.2. vIPC_send() Failures 

1. Each vIPC-Client library is capable of logging its own statistics in the VSP stats directory - 

/vspstats (Linux) and R:\\vspstats (Windows) 

2. The statistics can be enabled via the VSP component that is using the vIPC client library 

3. It provides information about the error, the number of successful messages sent and received 

 

5. HMM 
HMM is responsible for process monitoring and library monitoring on the host. It also enforces ACPs and 

Protection Actions. 
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5.1. HMM Configurations 

HMM is highly configurable to meet the needs of the high variance in deployments: 

1. All configurations can be viewed using:  

a. vsp-cli config hmm view -–options 

b. Each configuration shows a description explaining what the configuration controls.  

 
The most useful configurations are: 

1. fswalkProcesses – The number of processes to spawn during the host File System walk (FS-walk) 

to determine all the binary files 

2. eventMonitorThreads – The number of threads to spawn in parallel to handle the incoming HMM 

agent messages 

3. fsExclusionList – A list of paths to exclude during FS-walk 

4. logLevel – The desired log level for the component 

5. regexExclusions – A list of regex strings of incidents not to be reported to CMS 

6. trustedInstallers – A set of trusted installers/publishers. Process/libraries that belong to these 

installers/publishers are not reported to CMS 

 

5.2. Obtain Blocked/Suspended Processes 

1. To obtain the current list of blocked/suspended processes, execute:  

a. vsp-cli host get-blocked-procs 

 

5.3. Obtain the Current Allowlist 

1. To export a current copy of the allowlist stored in memory, execute:  

a. vsp-cli host export ./vsp_host_allowlist.json 
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5.4. Hosts not in sync OR Legitimate Processes Reported 

Symptom: VSP-Host is out-of-sync with CMS allowlist or legitimate processes are reported as incidents 

 

Recommended Actions: Follow the steps below: 

1. Stop all the VSP services 

2. Delete the files located in the directory: $VSP_VAR_HOME/hmm/fswalk/ 

3. Start the VSP services 

 

 
NOTE: 

If the out of sync issue occurs during the initial profile creation, ensure that the profile is 

deleted on CMS after stopping the VSP services and before restarting the probe 
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6. VSP-Memory 

6.1. Provisioning Failures 

Detailed information on any provisioning issues can be found in the VSP-memory-assist logs. 

 

6.1.1. Windows – Auto-instrumentation enabled 

Symptom: Auto-instrumentation is enabled and provisioning fails 

 

Recommended Actions:  

1. Ensure that an entry for the application that is being provisioned does not exist in the registry path: 

Computer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 

NT\CurrentVersion\Image File Execution Options 

2. If it exists, VSP-Memory does not overwrite any existing entry (to prevent breaking any existing 

functionality) 

a. Remove the registry key if possible and re-provision the application 

b. If the key cannot be removed, uncheck the auto-instrumentation option in CMS and re-provision 

the application. After the application is provisioned, instrument the application manually 

 

6.1.2. Linux – Auto-instrumentation enabled 

Symptom: Auto-instrumentation is enabled and provisioning fails 

 

Recommended Actions:  

1. Refer the VSP-memory-assist logs for information on where the issue occurred 

2. If this application has been auto-instrumented previously, check the application path to see if existing 

VSP-memory auto-instrumentation binaries exist 

a. VSP-memory auto-instruments applications by renaming the original application with a “-virsec” 

appendage. A special VSP-memory auto-instrumentation binary is copied to the application path. 

When the application is started, the VSP-memory auto-instrumentation binary calls the real 

application with the “-virsec” appendage 

b. If provisioning fails after auto-instrumentation, rename the “-virsec” or “-virsec.backup” version of 

the application back the original name. Remove any remaining “-virsec*” binaries 
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6.1.3. Auto-instrumentation disabled 

Symptom: Auto-instrumentation is disabled and provisioning fails 

  

Recommended Actions:  

1. Ensure the application path provided in CMS exists 

2. Refer the VSP-memory-assist logs for more information 

 

 

6.2. Application status not Normal 

Symptom: Application is not moving to the normal state in CMS 

 

Recommended Actions:  

1. Check the VSP-memory-assist statistics file to determine if the number of “app-alives sent” counter is 

increasing over time 

2. If it is not going up, ensure the application is running on the host. The VSP-memory-assist logs record 

whether the APP_START message is received from the application 

3. If the count is going up, but CMS is not showing the application as normal, it is likely to be a network 

issue or a CMS-internal issue that may require further triaging 

 

6.3. Auto-instrumentation Failures 

“VSP-memory auto-instrumentation in Windows may fail because the targeted application may already 

have an existing entry in the Image File Execution Options registry setting (located in: 

Computer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Image File 

Execution Options).  If so, VSP-memory does  not overwrite any existing entry. To continue provisioning, 

either remove the IFEO entry for the targeted application or turn off auto-instrumentation via CMS and 

instrument the application manually.”’ 
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7. VSP-Web Java 
 

 
NOTE: 

Ensure that the Application is restarted after provisioning is complete 

 

7.1. File Locations and Configuration 

Here are the important file locations 

1. Statistics File:  

a. Windows: <VSP_HOME>/vsp-stats/iae-java/<app-context>-stats 

b. Linux: vspstats/iae-java/<app-context>-stats 

 

2. Log File: 

a. Windows: <VSP_HOME>/log/iae-java/iae-java-<app-context>.log.<data> 

b. Linux:  /var/virsec/log/iae-java/ iae-java-<app-context>.log.<data> 

3. For disabling instrumentation, following modifications are needed in the file: /vsp-home/iae-

java/iae-<app-context>.properties. Once the modifications are complete, ensure that the 

application is restarted 

a. Disable JDBC instrumentation by adding: 

disableDB=true  

b. Disable File Event instrumentation by adding: 

disableFileEvent=true 

c. Disable CMD instrumentation by adding: 

disableCMD=true 

d. Disable RFI instrumentation by adding: 

disableRFI=true 
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e. Disable stats by modifying: 

enableStats=false 

f. Disable Threadpool instrumentation by modifying: 

instrumentThreadPool=false 

4. In case of any permission issues or security reasons, modify the logging path and stats path in the 

file: /vsp-home/iae-java/logging.properties. Restart Application after the modification 

 

 

7.2. Application status not Normal 

1. Check VSP-Web (Java) statistics in the file mentioned in Section 7.1 

a. A non-zero App Alive message counter indicates that VSP-Web Java is up and running 

b. If the counter is zero, verify that “App Alive attempt failed” counter is increasing while the 

application is being accessed. If it increases, then the vIPC component is rejecting the app-alive 

message. Check the status of the vsp-services using vsp-cli utility 

c. If App Alive message counter is increasing, the CMS configuration is not being properly received. 

Check the component iae-assist 

2. If the statistics file is not present, check the log file mentioned in Section 7.1. It can be one of the 

below reasons: 

a. If the log file is not created, verify for any permission errors in the application or server logs 

b. If permission errors are not logged, verify the application instrumentation as below: 

i. Verify using the command <jdk-bin>/jps -lvm. If jps is not present, use absolute path 

to execute the command 

ii. If the application java process does not have virsec arguments, it is not instrumented. A 

sample instrumented command is provided below: 

 

iii. If virsec agruments are present but the log file is not created, reach out to the Virsec team 

 

7.3. Events not Reaching vRule 

1. Check if application is in Normal state in CMS. If not, refer Section 7.2 

2. If application is in Normal state, check VSP-Web Java statistics file (Refer Section 7.1)  
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a. Monitor the counters while the application is being accessed. 

b. Check which counters are increasing. 

c. If the counters SENT are increasing, VSP Web Java component is sending events to vIPC. Verify 

that the vsp-services or vIPC-server status using VSP-CLI utility 

d. If the counters SENT are not increasing but the counter INTERCEPTED is increasing, there might 

be some issue with VSP Web Java component 

e. Check the logs of VSP Web Java component for any errors. Reach out to the Virsec team with 

the details of the error 

f. If the counters BadStatus are increasing, vIPC component is rejecting the messages. Verify that 

the vsp-services or vIPC-server status using VSP-CLI utility 

g. If NON_PROV_REQUEST counter is increasing, it means CMS config data is not available. 

Check the component iae-assist 

 

7.4. Attacks not Detected 

1. Check if application is in Normal state in CMS. If not, refer Section 7.2 

2. If app is in Normal state, check the VSP-Web Java statistics in the file: 

 VSP_HOME/vspstats/iae-java/<app-context>-stats 

 

Vulnerability Events 

RXX, CRLF HTTP_REQ(threats only), HTTP_RES 

Stored XSS HTTP_RES 

DOM XSS DOMXSS_EVENTS 

SQLi HTTP_REQ, SQL_EVENTS 

Path Traversal HTTP_REQ, FILE_EVENTS 

Command Injection HTTP_REQ, CMD_EVENTS 

RFI HTTP_REQ, RFI_EVENTS 

Classload logging CLASSLOAD_EVENTS 

Software exception logging SFWX_EVENTS 

CSRF CSRF_EVENTS 

 

Table 5 – Vulnerability Event Mapping 

 

3. Monitor the counter values when the Application is accessed 
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4. Verify that the above there is increment in counters mentioned in the table above for the respective 

vulnerabilities 

5. In cases where the counter values are not varying, search the log files for the vulnerability. A sample 

log is provided below: 

 

 
6. If the counters SENT are increasing, VSP-Web Java is sending events to vIPC. Verify that the vsp-

services or vIPC-server status using VSP-cli utility 

7. If the counter is not increasing and the counter INTERCEPTED is increasing, there might be some 

issue with VSP-Web Java 

a. Check the logs for any errors. Reach out to the Virsec team with the details of the error 

8. If counters BadStatus are increasing, vIPC is rejecting the messages. Verify that the vsp-services or 

vIPC-server status using VSP-cli utility 

 

7.5. Provisioning Failures 

1. Check web-assist is running in the server using vsp-cli command 

a. If it is running, verify startup script path in the cms configuration was given properly.  

b. Only editable file are supported.  

c. Apart from setenv.sh and setEnv.bat (only in case of tomcat), if the file is not present in the 

server, provision will fail. File should exist in the server. 

d. If it was given properly, check web-assist logs and find out any error appearing the logs. 

2. If web-assist is not running, check why web-assist was not started 

 

  

IAE_2.4 ASI ID: 783040263, Namespace ID: 23, CollectiveId: 22, AppContext: 

windows2012_atlassian_confluence, Vulnerability Mask: 36671, Protect mode 

0, SQLi: true, InsiderProtect: false, CSRF: true, PathTraversal: true, 

CMDi: true, CRLFi: true, S-XSS: true, Dom-XSS: true, R-XSS: true, LFI: 

true, LFI-Dir: , LFI-Ext: , RFI: true, RFI-URL: http://google.com, 

classLoadLog: false, softwareExcLog: true, RunningMapVersion: 3 
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8. VSP-Web Node.js 
 

 
NOTE: 

It is a beta feature included in VSP release 2.3.0 

 

8.1. File Locations and Configuration 

Here are the important file locations 

1. Statistics File:  

a. /vsp-stats/iae-nodejs/ 

2. Log File:  

a. /var/virsec/log/iae_nodejs/iae-nodejs.log 

3. Configuration Files:  

a. /opt/virsec/iae_nodejs/config/iae.yml 

b. /opt/virsec/iae_nodejs/config/logger.yml 

 

8.2. Application status not Normal 

1. Check iae-nodejs statistics in the file:  

VSP_HOME/vspstats/iae-nodejs/<app-context>-stats 

a. A non-zero App Alive message counter indicates that VSP-Web Node.js is up and running 

b. If the counter is zero, verify that “App Alive attempt failed” counter is increasing while the 

application is being accessed. If it increases, then the vIPC component is rejecting the app-alive 

message. Check the status of the VSP-services using VSP-cli utility 

c. If App Alive message counter is increasing, the CMS configuration is not being received correctly. 

Check the component iae-assist 

2. If the statistics file is not present, check the log file mentioned in Section 8.1. It can be due to one of 

the below reasons: 

a. If the log file is not created, verify for any permission error in the application or server logs 

i. For permission errors, utilize VSP-CLI utility to update the log file path OR update the path in 

the file /opt/virsec/iae_nodejs/config/logger.yml 

b. If permission errors are not logged, perform the below steps: 

i. Verify whether the application startup script contains a require 

(‘/opt/virsec/iae_nodejs’) entry. If this entry exists, it indicates that instrumentation is 

enabled  
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ii. If it does not exist, then verify if the correct file path exists for the application start-up script 

and if write permissions are present for the file 

iii. Check the web-assist log file <appcontextname>.log for any errors 

c. Check the file /var/virsec/log/iae_nodejs/iae-nodejs.logs for the below errors: 

i. Error in iae-assist for job config with the message “IAERR_2.3 Failed to retrieve 

IAEAssist JobConfig with return status” 

ii. For Error in lpc encode library at opening channel with the message “IAERR_4.2 

vIPC Client(encode)  Channel is failed to open with return status 

as” 

d. Check the node process by executing the command: 

ps -ef | grep node  

e. Check for any error in file /var/virsec/log/iae_nodejs/iae-nodejs.log 

f. If virsec agruments are present but the log file is not created, reach out to the Virsec team 

 

8.3. Events not Reaching vRule 

1. Check if the application is in Normal state in CMS. If not, refer Section 8.2 

2. If the application is in Normal state, check VSP-Web Node.js statistics file (Refer Section 8.1)  

a. Monitor the counters while the application is being accessed 

b. Check if any of the counters are increasing 

c. If the SENT counters are increasing, VSP Web Node.js component is sending events to vIPC. 

Verify the status of vsp-services or vIPC-server using VSP-cli utility 

d. If the SENT counters are not increasing but the INSTRUMENTED counter is increasing, there 

might be an issue with VSP Web Node.js component 

e. Check the logs of VSP Web Node.js component for any errors. Reach out to the Virsec team with 

the error details 

f. If the BADSTATUS counters are increasing, vIPC component is rejecting the messages. Verify 

the status of vsp-services or vIPC-server using VSP-cli utility 

g. If NON_PROV_REQUEST counter is increasing, it means that the CMS config data is not 

available. Check the component iae-assist 

 

8.4. Attacks not Detected 

1. Check if the application is in Normal state in CMS. If not, refer Section 8.2 

2. If the application is in Normal state, check VSP-Web Node.js statistics file (Refer Section 8.1)  
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3. The list of vulnerabilities and the respective events are provided in the below table: 

 

Operating System Supported Kernel Versions 

RXX, CRLF HTTP_REQ(threats only), HTTP_RES 

Stored XSS HTTP_RES 

DOM XSS DOMXSS_EVENTS 

SQLi HTTP_REQ, SQL_EVENTS 

Path Traversal HTTP_REQ, FILE_EVENTS 

Command Injection HTTP_REQ, CMD_EVENTS 

RFI HTTP_REQ, RFI_EVENTS 

Classload logging CLASSLOAD_EVENTS 

Software exception logging SFWX_EVENTS 

CSRF CSRF_EVENTS 

 

Table 6 – Vulnerability Event Mapping 

 
4. Monitor the counter values when the Application is accessed 

5. Verify that the counters mentioned in the above table get incremented for the respective 

vulnerabilities  

6. In cases where the counter values are not varying, search the log files for the vulnerability. A sample 

log is provided below: 

 

 
7. If the counters SENT are increasing, VSP-Web Node.js is sending events to vIPC. Verify the status of 

vsp-services or vIPC-server using VSP-cli utility 

8. If the counter is not increasing and the counter INTERCEPTED is increasing, there might be an issue 

with VSP-Web Node.js 

a. Check the logs for any errors. Reach out to the Virsec team with the error details  

9. If BADSTATUS counters are increasing, vIPC is rejecting the messages. Verify the status of vsp-

services or vIPC-server using VSP-cli utility 

 

IAE_2.4  IAEAssist JobConfig  
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8.5. Provisioning Failures 

1. Verify that the web-assist is running in the server using vsp-cli command 

a. If it is running, verify that the provisioning scripts are executed correctly  

b. If the scripts are executed correctly, check the web-assist logs for any errors 

2. If web-assist is not running, verify the logs for more information on the startup failure 

 

9. Windows (2008 R2) Patch for Probe Installation 
1. Windows Patch: Security Update for Microsoft Windows (KB4474419) is a pre-requisite for VSP 

Probe installation on Windows 2008 R2. If the patch is not installed, the below error is encountered 

during Probe installation: 

 
 

2. Use the link below to install the required patch: 

https://www.catalog.update.microsoft.com/search.aspx?q=kb4474419  

  

VSP requires the following Windows 2008 patch to be installed. Please 

install patch and try again. 

......................... PREREQUISITE ................................. 

Apply following Windows patch before installation or look for Windows Patch 

KB4474419" 

https://www.catalog.update.microsoft.com/search.aspx?q=kb4474419 

...................................... 

................................. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING – vRule Engine 
 
vRule requires JDK 17 on the platform. This section lists common issues encountered, possible reasons 

and recommended workarounds. 

1. Log Files Location 
vRule Engine maintains four log files: 

1. Vrule_log.yyyy-mm-dd.n.log  - For vRule state logs 

2. Vrule_incident.yyyy-mm-dd.n.log – To capture all incidents generated by vRule in debug 

mode 

3. Vrule_iaemsg.yyyy-mm-dd.n.log – To capture all message logs received from probe 

4. Vrule_vcr.yyyy-mm-dd.n.log – To capture VCR message debug logs 

 
All the logs are set to info mode. Debug logs are available only when logging is enabled in debug mode. 

Utilize the commands below to configure the debug mode: 

1. vRule state logs: 

a. vsp-cli config ae edit logLevel debug 

2. vRule Incident logs: 

a. vsp-cli config ae edit logReport debug 

3. IAE Message log: 

a. vsp-cli config ae edit logMessage debug 

4. VCR Message log: 

a. vsp-cli config ae edit logVcr debug 

 

2. vRule does not start 
 

Symptom: 

1. The command “vsp-cli list” lists AE process after application provisioning is successful. If 

vRule is not listed, AE/vRule has not started successfully 

 

Possible Causes: 

1. JDK may not be installed in the system and vRule may not start 

2. The customer platform may not have write permissions to the tmp directory needed by java 
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Debugging Steps: 

1. Check and verify if JDK 17 is installed. Install JDK it if not already installed 

 

 
NOTE: 

Internet connection is required for JDK installation 

 

2. Execute the command on the Linux platform to check the JDK path: 

a. echo $VISREC_JAVA_HOME 

b. If the path is not set to the correct directory, add below line in the file /etc/environment 

i. export VIRSEC_JAVA_HOME=<JDK_PATH> 

c. Example: 

export VIRSEC_JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/openjdk-11-manual-installation/ 

3. On Windows platform, check if the environment variable VISREC_JAVA_HOME is defined  

4. On Linux, vRule can be manually started using the commands: 

a. cd /opt/virsec/script 

b. ./vrule_run.sh 

c. Verify that there are no errors in the newly created log files in the directory:  

/var/virsec/log/vrule/  

5. If vrule is still not starting and vRule log file contains the error “Could not initialize class 

com.sun.jna.Native”: 

a. Linux: Modify the file /opt/virsec/scripts/vrule_run.sh to add the below option (if it is 

not already present) 

 

  

$VIRSEC_JAVA_HOME/bin/java -server -XX:+UseG1GC -

XX:InitialHeapSize=$VRE_MEM -XX:MaxHeapSize=$VRE_MEM -

XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=300 -DVRE_MEM=$VRE_MEM -Djava.io.tmpdir=/opt/virsec/tmp 

-DNUM_VRULE_WORKER=$NUM_VRULE_WORKER -DSTATS_PATH=/vspstats/vrule/ -

Djava.library.path=/opt/virsec/lib/ --add-opens 

java.base/jdk.internal.misc=ALL-UNNAMED -

Dio.netty.tryReflectionSetAccessible=true -

DDB_CACHE_PATH=/opt/virsec/data/vrule/compiled_db/ -

DVRULE_CONFIG_PATH=/opt/virsec/data/vrule/ -

DVRULE_JSON_CONFIG_PATH=/opt/virsec/config/ -

Dlogback.configurationFile=/opt/virsec/data/vrule/logback.xml -

DVIRSEC_VSP_SKU_TYPE=$VIRSEC_VSP_SKU_TYPE -

jar  /opt/virsec/bin/vrules_engine-1.0.jar 
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b. Windows: Modify the file: C:\Program Files 

(x86)\virsec\vrule\scripts\vrule_run.bat to add the below option (if it is not already 

present) 

 

6. Check if Host Monitoring is enabled in Protect mode and if any HMM incident is generated with java 

(vRule process) getting killed. In such cases, add the appropriate exclusion rules in CMS 

7. Run the command below to check if vRule process is running: 

a. ps aux | grep vrules 

 

3. Web Application does not move to Normal 
If vRule process is running but the application does not move to Normal, follow the steps in this section to 

debug the scenario: 

 
1. Check if appalive counters are getting incremented in vRule stats: 

 

a. If appalive message is not incremented, the instrumentation may not be successful. Check the 

probe logs for further evaluation 

2. In case appalive counters are incremented but the application does not move to Normal, the 

information in appalive message may not be correct. Enable message log in vRule to view this 

information. vRule IAE message log contains the appalive message received from the probe.  

  

set VO8=-Djava.io.tmpdir="%VSP_HOME%\tmp" 

"%VIRSEC_JAVA_HOME%\bin\java" -server -XX:+UseG1GC -

XX:InitialHeapSize=%VRE_MEM% -XX:MaxHeapSize=%VRE_MEM% -

XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=300 -DVRE_MEM=%VRE_MEM% -

DNUM_VRULE_WORKER=%NUM_VRULE_WORKER%  --add-opens 

java.base/jdk.internal.misc=ALL-UNNAMED -

Dio.netty.tryReflectionSetAccessible=true %VO8% %VO7% %VO3% %VO1% %VO2% 

%VO4% %VO5% %V06% -jar  "%VSP_HOME%\vrule\bin\vrules_engine-1.0.jar" 

 

IAE_MSG_APPALIVE -->   Num:   0   MaxSize:   0   MinSize:   0   AvgSize:   0   NoCtx:   0    
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a. A sample message is depicted below: 

 
 
3. In other scenarios, the Kafka connection may not be set up with CMS. vRule waits for the Kafka topic 

information from vsp-manager before establishing connection with CMS. vRule state log file 

contains information received from vsp-manager. Verify if the Kafka server information received from 

vsp-manager is correct. A sample log is provided below: 

 
 

a. This information is received and logged during the start of vRule process itself. If this log is not 

found, vsp-manager log must be analyzed for more information 

 

4. Incidents are not Reported to CMS 
There may be two reasons, if vRule has started successfully: 

1. The required vulnerability may not be configured in CMS 

2. Check if Kafka connection is set up properly 

 

5. vRule Counters and Statistics 
vRule maintains several counters and statistics that get updated based on the configured rate (Default: 5 

seconds)  

1. vRule Engine provides sufficient statistics for all messages it receives:  

a. vsp-cli stats ae reset  

b. vsp-cli stats ae view 

 

ts=23:53:50.989] [VRE-RCV-HLP0] [DEBUG] [seqno=0] [msg=IAE_MSG_APPALIVE] msgType: 

IAE_MSG_APPALIVE 

appalive { 

  appalive: "{\n    \"appCollectiveId\": 2,\n    \"asiId\": 1409803542,\n    \"health\": 1,\n    

\"metadata\": {\n        \"processId\": 19508\n    },\n    \"msgTxnID\": 37528,\n    

\"msgType\": 0,\n    \"namespace\": \"1\",\n    \"originTimeStamp\": \"2022-05- 

6T20:53:50.989+03:00\",\n    \"sourceVSPComp\": \"Dot Net\",\n    \"targetVSPComp\": 

\"CMS\",\n    \"version\": \"v1.0\"\n}" 

} 

 

[ts=05:00:02.830] [    VRE-RCV-SHM] [ INFO] [seqno=] [uuid=] [msg=] [ns=] [db=] [filter=] 

[{"version": "v1.0", "sourceVSPComp": "VSP-MANAGER", "feedbackReq": 0, "asiID": 1359585006, 

"kafkaIP": "10.103.222.145:9092", "groupID": "a3816bef-bcd5-459e-b92a-91daaa55fdaa", 

"partitionNum": 0, "replicationFactor": 1, "kafkaTopics": {"appAliveKafkaTopic": 

"VSP_APP_ALIVE", "webIncidentTopic": "VSP_WEB_INCIDENT", "appLogTopic": "VSP_APP_LOG", 

"hostAppStatsTopic": "VSP_HOST_APP_STATS"}, "targetVSPComp": "AE", "msgType": 7, "msgTxnID": 

14}] 
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2. Worker Thread Statistics – it maintains counters for every worker thread, regarding number of 

incidents generated at each level (attack/threat/log/benign and exception) for every feature 

 
 
3. All the counter types are arranged in rows, Each counter type may have more than one counter 

arranged under a different column. 

4. Example 1: virsec_Wrk1 sqlfeature - indicates SQLi incidents generated by worker thread 

1 for namespace virsec that implements CVE namespace rules 

 
 
5. Example 2: custom_block_Wrk0 sqlfeat - indicates counters for incidents generated by 

worker thread 0, for namespace custom_block that implements custom deny rules 

6. Receiver counters - maintained by data packets receiver (either SHM-based or RSocket-based for 

remote vRule) 

 

 
 
7. RcvdMsg - number of messages received by vRule. The messages consist of all data packets such 

as HTTP request/response, appalive 

a. Schd Msg - number of messages scheduled for processing by vRule worker threads 

b. Drop - number of packets dropped due to congestion. An increase in this counter over a period of 

time indicates that the number of configured worker threads is not enough to cater to the peak 

traffic 

c. Blocked – number of times a worker thread was in congestion. If this is non-zero and keeps 

increasing, it indicates that the peak data rate is high and number of worker threads must be 

increased. If this value keeps increasing, examine the flow control counters mentioned in point 10 

below 

d. Unblocked - number of times a worker thread recovered from congestion 

e. Rate (MB/s) - live rate at which vRule Engine receives data traffic 

f. AvgSize - average size of received packets 

g. Pending - number of pending messages that the worker thread needs to process 

 

virsec_Wrk1 sqlfeature -->     Attacks:         0     Threats:         0        Logs:         

0      Benign:         0   exception:         0 

virsec_Wrk1 xssfeature -->     Attacks:         0     Threats:         0        Logs:         

0      Benign:         0   exception:         0 

 

custom_block_Wrk0 sqlfeat -->     Attacks:         0     Threats:         0        Logs:         

0      Benign:         0   exception:         0                                                                                                                                        

custom_block_Wrk0 xssfeat -->     Attacks:         0     Threats:         0        Logs:         

0      Benign:         0   exception:         0   
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8. Message counters - Maintain a count of each message type along with min/max and avg size, as 

depicted below 

 

 
 
9. The message reception depends on the type of vulnerability enabled in the system. At minimum, 

IAE_MSG_HTTP_REQ and IAE_MSG_HTTP_RESPONSE counters gets incremented 

a. If CMDi is enabled, then IAE_MSG_CMD gets incremented 

b. If SQLi is enabled, then IAE_MSG_SQL gets incremented 

10. Flow control counters 

 

 
 

a. Autoscaling - indicates whether autoscaling is enabled or not. “0” – disabled, “1” – enabled. The 

number of worker thread are automatically scaled up to required number. This requires vRule 

process restart 

i. If autoscaling is not enabled, enable it using the command: 

vsp-cli config ae edit autoscaling true 

b. ReqdWorker - recommends the number of worker thread needed by vRule Engine. This is 

relevant only if vRule has moved into congestion mode (Blocked in receive counter > 0).  A non-

zero value indicates that during peak traffic, vRule had gone into congestion (drops > 0). 

ReqdWorker is the measured number of worker threads needed to handle peak traffic 

i. vsp-cli config ae edit numWorker <number> 

c. BRate(MB/s) - peak data rate measured during congestion 

 

6. VSP-cli Commands for vRule 
VSP-cli commands that can be used for vRule Engine are: 

1. View the statistics: vRule statistics are located in the file: /vspstats/vrule/vrule.stats that 

can be watched for live updates of these counters 

a. vsp-cli stats ae view 

2. Reset the statistics: 

a. vsp-cli stats ae reset  
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3. vRule Engine has multiple worker threads running to process the messages in parallel. The 

commands related to worker threads: 

a. Modify the number of worker threads. vRule Engine must be restarted after modification 

i. vsp-cli config ae edit numWorker <number> 

b. Autoscaling can be configured as true or false. If set to true, vRule Engine automatically 

scales up the number of worker threads 

i. vsp-cli config ae edit autoscaling <true/false> 
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TROUBLESHOOTING – VSP CMS 

1. CMS Common Commands 

1.1. Containers 

1. To verify the status of CMS pods, execute the command: 

a. kubectl get pod –n virsec 
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2. To verify the status of CMS services, execute the command: 

a. kubectl get svc -n virsec 
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3. To verify the status all deployments and replicas, execute the command: 

a. kubectl get all -n virsec 
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1.2. VM 

1. All CMS-related scripts are placed under the directory: 

<CMS_Installation_Directory>/docker-compose-files 

a. cd <CMS_Installation_Directory>/docker-compose-files 

2. To view the status of CMS services, execute the command: 

a. ./status.sh 
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3. To start CMS services, execute the command: 

a. ./start.sh 

 

4. To stop CMS services, execute the command: 

a. ./stop.sh 
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2. Unable to log into CMS UI after installation 
Symptom: Unable to log into CMS after installation 

 

Possible Causes: The worker node with the Authentication service pod installed is not in the same time 

zone OR time as the Master Node. 

 

Recommended Actions: Change the time zone or time of the worker node to that of the Master Node. 

1. Execute the command below to check the time zone 

a. timedatectl 

2. If there is a time zone difference between the master and the worker nodes, execute the command 

below to modify the time zone: 

a. timedatectl set-timezone <Timezone> 

b. Example for EST: timedatectl set-timezone America/New_York  

c. Execute the command below to restart the timedate service after the time zone is changed: 

i. systemctl restart systemd-timedated.service 

3. If there is a time difference between the master and the worker nodes, execute the command below 

to modify the time: 

a. timedatectl set-time hh:mm:ss 

b. Example: timedatectl set-time 16:02:50 

c. Execute the command below to restart the timedate service after the time is changed: 

i. systemctl restart systemd-timedated.service 

 

 

3. Provisioning Fails after CMS Upgrade 
 

Symptom: Provisioning fails after VSP CMS Upgrade 

 

Possible Causes: CMS takes time to start completely during the upgrade since it takes time to download 

the required images in the background 

 

Recommended Actions: Stop and start CMS after every upgrade to overcome the delay caused by 

images download 
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4. Services vsp-cms-reports and vsp-jreports in 

Pending status 
 

Symptom: Services vsp-cms-reports and vsp-jreports are in Pending status after Upgrade 

 

 

Recommended Actions: Follow the steps below: 

1. Check the statuses of the services jreports-content-claim and jreports-database-

claim using the commands below: 

a. kubectl get pvc -n virsec | grep jreport 

b. kubectl get pv -n virsec | grep jreport 

2. Stop the optional services using the command: 

a. ./vsp_deploy_cms.sh -p 

3. Delete both the JReport PVCs using the commands: 

a. kubectl delete pvc jreports-content-claim -n virsec 

b. kubectl delete pvc jreports-database-claim -n virsec 

c. Verification: kubectl get pvc -n virsec | grep jreport 
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4. Delete both JReport PVs using the commands: 

a. kubectl delete pv jreports-content -n virsec 

b. kubectl delete pv jreports-database -n virsec 

c. Verification: kubectl get pv -n virsec | grep jreport 

5. Start the optional services once using the command: 

a. ./vsp_deploy_cms.sh -o 

 

5. Generated Reports URL displays error 404 
 

Symptom: Generated Reports URL on CMS displays error 404. 

 

Possible Cause: JReports container not launched in the same worker node as the Client service 

(NGINX) in the On-prem Kubernetes environment. 

 

Recommended Actions: Make sure that the JReports pod is launched in the same worker node as the 

Client service pod using the Node selector. 

 

6. Report Template Not Found error in CMS 
 
Symptom: The error, “Report template not found” is displayed in CMS while scheduling a report 

 

 

Possible Cause: The report template may not be refreshed 
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Recommended Actions: Ensure that the template is refreshed using the REFRESH REPORTS option in 

CMS 

 

 

7. Report Server Connection error in CMS 
 
Symptom: The error, “Unable to connect to the Report Server” is displayed in CMS while scheduling 

a report 

 

 
Possible Cause: Occurrence of SQL connectivity error in the JReports Server 

 

Recommended Actions: Execute the below commands: 

1. docker ps | grep jreport 

2. Procure the container ID from the output of the above command 

3. Verify the logs for the Connection error using the command: 

a. docker logs -f <containerid> 
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4. If the above exception is noticed in the logs, restart the server using the command: 

a. docker restart <containerid> 

 

8. Stale Licenses Exception Encountered 
 

Symptom: Not able to acquire VSP licenses with the Provision service logs displaying Stale Licenses 

exception 

 

 

Possible Cause: The Trust store is corrupted 

 

Recommended Actions: Restart the Provision service container using the commands: 

1. docker ps | grep provisioning-service 

2. docker restart <provision-service-containerid> 

 

9. Feature Not Found Exception Encountered 
 

Symptom: Not able to acquire VSP licenses with the Provision service logs displaying Feature Not 

Found exception 

 

 

Possible Cause: The Trust store is corrupted 
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Recommended Actions: Restart the Provision service container using the commands: 

1. docker ps | grep provisioning-service 

2. docker restart <provision-service-containerid> 

 

10. On-prem License Server Error 
 

Symptom: On-prem license server displays the below error while uploading the file cparquest.bin  

 

 
Recommended Actions: Execute the commands below to resolve the issue 

1. Stop the on-prem license server: 

a. docker-compose -f docker-compose-cms.yaml -f docker-compose-cms-

optional.yaml stop licenseserver 

b. docker-compose -f docker-compose-cms.yaml -f docker-compose-cms-

optional.yaml rm -f licenseserver 

2. Start the on-prem license server: 

a. docker-compose -f docker-compose-cms.yaml -f docker-compose-cms-

optional.yaml up --no-start licenseserver 

b. docker-compose -f docker-compose-cms.yaml -f docker-compose-cms-

optional.yaml start licenseserver 

3. Generate and upload the file cparquest.bin 
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11. On-prem License Server Data lost 
 

Symptom: Existing license information is lost from On-prem License server in VM CMS and On-prem 

Kubernetes environment. This occurs after license server container restart or CMS upgrade. It impacts 

Application provision process and VSP-Host mode enablement. 

 

Possible Causes: On-prem license server does not persist the license data. Hence the data is lost. 

 

Recommended Actions: Licensing needs to be re-enabled in the On-prem license server. Refer to the 

Operations Manual for more information. 

 

12. Cloud License Server not Reachable from 

Worker Node 
 

Symptom: Cloud License Server is not reachable from Worker Node using the ping command. 

 

Possible Causes: This is due to DNS resolution issues 

 

Recommended Actions: Resolve the DNS issue by working with Customer IT support team. Once the 

CLS host (flex1298.compliance.flexnetoperations.com) is reachable from worker node, restart the 

provision service container. 

13. CMS Installation takes Long Duration 
 

Symptom: CMS Installation is not progressing for long duration 

 

Possible Causes: Disc space is not available on the Worker node 

 
Recommended Actions: On Worker node execute the commands below: 

1. To determine /var partition size: 

a. df -h 

2. If /var partition size is more: 

a. Delete the unused Docker images 

b. Remove the messages: 

rm -rf /var/log/messages/* 
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14. Probe unable to Connect to CMS 
 

Symptom: Probe is unable to connect to CMS. Probe is in disconnected state due to the error “502 Bad 

Gateway“ 

 

Possible Causes: The service cms-client is not responding 

 

Recommended Actions: Restart the service cms-client using the command: 

1. docker restart <cms-client service container id> 

 

15. CMS Pods in Pending status 
Symptom: CMS Pods are in pending state after the AWS worker node is restarted 

 

Possible Causes: This can occur when the worker node spans across AWS regions and there are no 

worker nodes in the same availability zone where the earlier storage classes were created 

 

Recommended Actions: Follow the below steps: 

1. Log in to the Client Machine 

2. Modify the file: <CMS_Directory>/infra/vsp_mongo_pvc.yaml 

a. Uncomment the lines in the StorageClass section 
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b. Add the correct values in values section. Replace the region us-east-1c with appropriate 

values 

 

 
 
3. Execute the commands below: 

a. echo '1' > /proc/sys/net/bridge/bridge-nf-call-iptables 

b. echo '1' > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward 

 

16. CMS Pods in CrashLoopBackOff error 
 

Symptom: CMS Pods are in CrashLoopBackOff error 
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Possible Causes: The worker node may be restarted. Execute the below command to check the values 

of the iptables flags. The values are 0 or 1 

 

 

Recommended Actions: Follow the below steps: 

1. echo '1' > /proc/sys/net/bridge/bridge-nf-call-iptables 

2. echo '1' > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward 

3. Restart CMS 

 

17. OutOfMemoryError while listing Kafka 

Topics 
 

Symptom: When Secure Kafka Mode is set to “1” OR “2”, OutOfMemoryError is encountered while 

listing Kafka topics using the below command in the directory: /opt/kafka/bin 

1. ./kafka-topics.sh --list --bootstrap-server localhost:9093 

 

 

Possible Cause: It is a known issue with the Kafka Client 
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Recommended Actions: Execute the command below to list the Kafka topics in the directory: 

/opt/kafka/bin 

1. ./kafka-topics.sh --zookeeper zookeeper.virsec.com:2181 –list 

 

 

18. Debugging Kafka Topics 
This section provides commands that can be used for general Kafka Topic debugging: 

1. Execute the command below to navigate to the Kafka bin directory: 

a. cd /opt/kafka/bin 

2. To list any pending messages: 

a. kafka-run-class.sh kafka.admin.ConsumerGroupCommand --group 

<Group_Name> --bootstrap-server localhost:9092 --describe 

i. The column “LAG” indicates the pending messages in the topic 

b. Execute the below command to procure the list of “--group” values to substitute in the above 

command 

i. ./kafka-consumer-groups.sh --list --bootstrap-server localhost:9092 

c. Example: For Process Monitoring related incidents, execute the below command: 

i. kafka-run-class.sh kafka.admin.ConsumerGroupCommand --group PROCESS-

MONITORING-SERVICE_9de241f5-62e9-415d-85da-2cfe0a35af4b --bootstrap-

server localhost:9092 --describe 
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3. To list the Kafka topics, utilize the commands below: 

a. Secure Kafka Option “0” 

i. ./kafka-topics.sh --list --bootstrap-server localhost:9092 

b. Secure Kafka Option “1” OR “2” 

i. ./kafka-topics.sh zookeeper zookeeper.virsec.com:2181 –list 

 

 

-- END OF DOCUMENT -- 
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